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1. ACTIVE LEARNING
● During Class 

○ Type or Repeat (in your mind) the main concepts as they come up 

■ Do NOT look at slides/answer as you recall topics - check AFTER 

you exhausted your memory

● Making Study Guides/Reviewing Notes

○ Make them as concise as possible

○ Quiz yourself as you go - do NOT copy notes verbatim

○ Look at lecture -> repeat topic in your mind -> write down on study 

guide/flashcard from memory -> check notes for accuracy -> update 

any missing info → repeat out loud anything you missed on first pass



1. ACTIVE LEARNING
● Turn whatever medium you use more active by QUIZZING yourself along 

the way

○ While reading the textbook

○ While reviewing the lecture before class

MENTAL QUIZZING ALL DAY EVERYDAY!



2. CREATE ASSOCIATIONS

● Creates a safety net - I call it 

the “no fail method”

○ Pictures & stories

● Embed these within your 

concise study guides 

○ So you see them 

everyday as you study



3. PRACTICE QUESTIONS ARE LIFE
● Start as EARLY as possible

○ For MCAT & Class Exams- start day ONE

● Go in with the “Growth Mindset” to prevent being discouraged early on

○ No one starts off scoring high

○ Slowly you will stop being scared of being wrong

● Take every question seriously - do NOT just click forward to see answer

○ Justify your answer and provide an explanation for what you cross 

out --- you will get better the more you study your mistakes

○ Try to get away from “tutor” mode ASAP - Do questions in a row and 

then you will see the explanations all together at the end

■ This way you test your true knowledge 



3. PRACTICE QUESTIONS ARE LIFE
● Process of Elimination - You only get better if you practice this

○ If you do not know an answer to a question
○ Before you give a random guess give it your best shot
○ Get faster the more you practice

#1 Take a deep breathe and calm down
#2 During a real test - select a quick, gut answer and mark question for later
#3 Look at the choices and see which ones you can be certain are inherently 

false or unrelated
#4 Do not get distracted by the always and nevers unless you are SUPER SURE
#5 When all hope is lost, choose the longest answer choice - go with your gut

- Do NOT keep flip flopping answers if you really aren't sure



3. PRACTICE QUESTIONS ARE LIFE
● Don’t forget to re-do INCORRECT or MARKED questions at least 1x a week

○ Serves as a flashcard - stay active! Repeat concept

○ Unmark them as you master the concept

○ I like to use my weekends for this

● Review textbook Qs or past exams before the final/quizzes

● To END your study session - do Qs on your strong subject

○ End on a GOOD Note to stay motivated 



4. STUDY YOUR MISTAKES - Consistently

● Table Method: Add topics you got incorrect in 

Q banks/Test Qs

○ Can also use flash cards (anki) or written 

questions  if you prefer

○ Review every night before bed ~30 min

○ Cover right side to make it quiz like

○ REPETITION is key & be concise

● Highlight topics you frequently miss, so you can 

go straight to just those if you are short on time

○ Unhighlight them once you got them 

down



5. CREATE A SCHEDULE - CLASS
● Give yourself at least a 

week to “hardcore 

study” for a test

○ No cramming

● Make a “Focus List” to 

remind yourself of 

things you need to 

spend more time on

○ Things you canNOT 

triage



5. CREATE A SCHEDULE - TESTING
● I find it helpful to have to 

check off everyday

○ Keeps me accountable

● Calculate how many 

practice questions you 

need to do every day

○ # of available 

questions/# of study 

days List all resources on here and test dates --- I have other resources I use 
that are listed below the screen shot, but I will start those in January. 

Move those up on the list as you start them or finish others



5. CREATE A SCHEDULE - TESTING
Example of the resources below the previous 
screenshot:

- This excel sheet serves as your MASTER 
PLAN

- Some of these sources I use as I go, but 
chose not to mark them off to save time 
(like boards and beyond/Pathoma I watch 
daily)

- I like to list them anyway so I make 
sure not to forget resources I have at 
my disposal 

Inevitably - you may fall behind some days, but 
the blank slots help you keep tabs of what you 
need to catch up on

- Tackle those a couple questions at a time, 
not all in one day

Individualize 
your plan



6. HANDWRITTEN STUDY GUIDES?
● Totally worth it for classes you struggle with 

○ Compare and contrast things you tend to forget or confuse 

(comparison table on next slide)

○ Structure it as questions & be concise 

○ Especially great for classes like chemistry, physics, or math classes 

■ Problem solving, formulas, or drawings - muscle memory 

■ Also good for classes that tend to be free response 



6. HANDWRITTEN STUDY GUIDES?



Test Day - Tips
● Establish a routine to decrease anxiety - My routine

○ Prepare backpack & outfit the night before - more time for sleep

○ Shower - meditate 

○ Eat quick breakfast - prep night before

○ Positive affirmations on the way to exam

○ Arrive to exam location at least 15 min. Ahead of time to get jitters 

out

○ Take a deep breath before I start

■ Remind myself to mark & skip questions that stumped me

■ Remind myself to stay calm during struggles



MCAT-SPECIFIC TIPS
● Do content review based on practice question topics

○ Look at answer choices

● Study for AT LEAST a 3 mos period to allow more time for breaks

○ If you are still in school follow along in MCAT books whenever you can

● Make sure you do all of the questions provided by AAMC

○ Other qbanks can supplement, but cannot replace

○ FAP gets you this for free if you qualify

● Evaluate if you are ready before test day -- on last practice test ---> score 

should be ~ 3 points higher than your target score

● On test day - take a GOOD lunch & sweater  



GENERAL TIPS FOR SUCCESS
● Stay disciplined - the more consistent you are, the less cramming and 

anxiety you suffer → say goodbye to all-nighters & create good habits

● NO DISTRACTIONS during study time

● Wake up EARLIER to study → more time for fun later in the day and 

weekends off!

a. Train yourself by setting alarm 15 min earlier every few days till you 

get to target time

b. Do NOT set more than one alarm

i. Get MORE sleep



GENERAL TIPS FOR SUCCESS
● Do whatever makes you ZEN before an exam - set a test day routine

○ Positive affirmations

● Make studying “fun” - Boogie board, cool pens, scented candle

● Reward yourself after every win!

a. Get on instagram, youtube, netflix 

b. Prep ahead of time → concert, rave, etc for the weekend



WHY?
● Knowledge and skill bring down your stress level ---> increase confidence

● If you are not where you want to be right now in terms of grades it’s 

okay! --- UPWARD TREND

● Good grades and scores GET YOU PAID

○ Merit based scholarships 

● Because YOU CAN - Si se puede!

There will be negative people along this journey, but stay true to your goal. 

Strive to be YOUR BEST and be a lifelong learner!



QUESTIONS????

Contact Info: 
@carmenseradoctora - Instagram
carmenseradoctora@gmail.com

carmenseradoctora.com
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